
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
This revolutionary wireless speaker aptly labeled by I-Box as the Twist is one of the most 

compact, indulgent wireless sound experiences available in the consumer electronics market 
today.  

 
 
 
 
SET THE SCENE 
 
Picture a device you can truly regard as being portable; small enough to fit in your bag or 
glove box. So unobtrusive in its dimensions that it can comfortably balance on the palm of 
your hand. Having taken a moment to appreciate it`s diminutive size, you decide to pair it 
with your media device of choice (any Bluetooth enabled device is needed to utilize the full 
wireless functionality), let your finger sink onto the power button and through the wonders of 
sound reproduction be sonically transported right to the heart of the gig, concert or even rave 
depending on your musical disposition. You feel like you are actually right next to the decks, 
hear the plectrum being stroked against the Steel and recreate those low end chest disturbing 
tremors in a way that will have you questioning the laws of physics in the comfort of your 
own space. How can a compact black & orange box pack quite so much punch?  
 



 
 
 
 
WALK QUIETLY & CARRY A BIG SOUND 
 
The TWIST belies belief; the science behind this sonic secret is the harmonious marriage of 
two full range acoustic speaker drivers to a single passive low end frequency radiator. This 
spectacular array of speaker technology results in a device that is able to reproduce all the 
squeaks, mid-range clout and bass booms to enhance your listening experience. This will 
surely bring a grin wider than that first seen on a Cheshire cat to even the most die-hard 
audiophile fans at a sum that is astonishingly accessible. 
 
 
STYLE WITH SUBSTANCE 
 
The TWIST sounds superb but it is by no means a victim of its own sonic success. Its design 
elements echo the impression that there is far more to this device than its deceptively 
accessible purchase price. The helical contours which define the device`s shape make you 
aware that this device is something special right from the onset. Its’ inviting, premium touch - 
kind finish not only looks the part and it also manages to give the device an effortless air of 
quality when held in the hand, never before seen at this price point. The cluster of buttons 
reacts to your commands, lighting up instantly according to the state of the device. Each 
button has a definite quality which is apparent from the first touch, whether you’re resuming 
your track or answering a call, you can really sense the quality; cascading from every design 
contour and oozing from each pore in the speaker grill. 
 



 

 
 
TWIST AND TALK 
 
With the TWIST you are absolutely free to engage in crystal clear hands-free communication 
using the built-in advanced noise cancellation microphone. No matter where you are the 
TWIST can be your trusted calling companion. The TWIST will make sure that you are heard 
as well as seen. 
 
 
TWIST EVERYTHING 
 
Treat all your sounds to the TWIST experience. Whether you opt to play sounds from your 
laptop or smartphone, tablet or desktop as long as the device supports Bluetooth you can 
enhance your sound with the TWIST Bluetooth wireless speaker. A realistic playtime of up to 
5 hours using the onboard lithium rechargeable battery makes portable hi-fi a reality once 
only confined to the realms of fantasy. The experience doesn’t end with the product; log onto 
www.iboxstyle.com and join the I-Box Community to gain exclusive offers and get yourself 
involved in something special!  
 
 
 
 



 
SPECIFICATIONS AT A GLANCE 
 
 
• AUDIO:  Two 1.5’’ Full Range Speaker Driver & One Passive Low End Frequency 
Radiator. 
 
• USB:  Micro USB Charging. 
 
• STEREO INPUT:  3.5mm Jack. 
 
• BLUETOOTH: 2.1 & EDR, A2DP, HSP, HFP 
 
• BATTERY LIFE: Up to Five Hours of Usage (dependent on intensity of usage and 
media source) 
  
• DIMENSIONS: 9.5 x 2.5 x 2.4 inches (L x W x H) 
 
SUPPLIED ACCESSORIES:  USB Charging Cable, 3.5mm Stereo Cable, User Guide. 
 


